2020 RATES AND BOOKING INFORMATION
HORSERIDING TOURS
www.mykonoshorse.com
At Horseland we provide our
clients with a memorable
riding experience on one of the
most beautiful Islands in the
Cyclades. We offer the
opportunity to discover and
ride through unique and
breath-taking scenery on the
island of Mykonos, from
Horseland in Maou, Ano Mera
to Fokos Beach. Riders are
accompanied by a professional
guide to ensure a relaxed and
enjoyable experience as they
tour through the distinctive
Cycladic landscape.

Mykonos Horseland
Maou, Ano Mera
Mykonos 84600

LOCATION: Search Google for
Horseland Mykonos
Tel: +30 2289 071439, or +30 694 5778 962
Email: mykonoshorseland@hotmail.com

RIDING TOURS
Please carefully make note of the booking details required to confirm your booking on
the following pages, including terms and conditions.
Horse riding is an adventure activity, and to ensure we are fully prepared, it’s very
important you provide us with all the information requested prior to your arrival at
Horseland.

DAILY RIDING TOURS
TWO-HOUR RIDE TO FOKOS BEACH:

THREE-HOUR RIDE WITH SWIMMING OR LUNCH BREAK:

We operate two, two-hour rides per day. Each riding tour
starts from Horseland stables to Fokos Beach. After a
short lesson for inexperienced clients, we ride through
local farming areas surrounded by rocky mountains often
inhabited by goats, sheep and donkeys. We take a quick
stop at the stunning Fokos beach for photographs to help
you record this experience forever (so please don’t
forget your phone or camera).

We operate one ride per day totaling three-hours. This tour is
the same as the two-hour tour, with an hours break at Fokos
beach to swim, relax in the sun or enjoy lunch or a drink at the
beautiful seaside Fokos Tavern (food and drinks not included in
the price). For those wanting to incorporate time on one of the
island’s most stunning secluded beaches into their riding
experience, this package provides a wonderful opportunity to
absorb the beauty of our landscape with a unique and authentic
mode of transport (also remember your phone or camera to
record the experience).

Start times:
RIDE 1: 09:30-11:30 (pick up from hotel at 09:00). This
is the only tour it might be possible for experienced
riders to run at the beach as other times may be too
busy.
RIDE 2: 18:00-20:00 (pick up from hotel at 17:30)
Cost: 95€ per person including transfers OR 80€ per
person without transfer

Start time:
ONE RIDE ONLY: 11:30-14:30 (pick up from hotel at 11:00)
Cost: 125€ per person including transfer OR 110€ per
person without transfer.

SPECIAL SERVICES
We often get requests for PRVATE TOURS, and have set time aside each day for VIP clients who prefer
to have more privacy on their ride. If requested, we can arrange a private tour for up to eight people.
Our guide will take between one and eight people on either a two or three-hour ride, depending on your
preference. We have blocked the hours between 14:00-17:00 for VIP client private rides. Transfers are
included at no extra cost, if required. The exact time is to be discussed at time of booking, between the
times mentioned above.
COST: 640€ to secure a private tour between 1-8 people for a two hour ride, OR 880€ to secure a
private tour between 1-8 people for a three hour ride.

ROMANTIC RIDE OR PHOTO SHOOT
ROMANTIC EVENING PICNIC RIDE:

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOSHOOT ON HORSEBACK:

For the romantics Horseland offers an unforgettable experience for
couples wishing to share a ride at sunset, with a picnic on the beautiful
secluded beach of Fokos. After brief instruction at Horseland for those
without riding experience, our couple will ride with a guide to Fokos
beach, where a very special romantic picnic will be set up under the
stars of the gorgeous Mykonian sky. Our driver will then return to the
beach and take you directly to their hotel. We are proud to have helped
along many a marriage proposal or wedding anniversary celebration
over the years with this special package. Love is in the air at Horseland
Mykonos!

We will pick you up from your hotel and bring one of our
beautiful horses for photographs at Fokos beach.
A
professional photographer will capture your experience with
the horse right on the water’s edge. After the shoot our
photographer will edit and select the best photographs and
send to you electronically after the shoot. At the end of the
photo shoot we will transfer you back to your hotel.

Duration: Two and a half hours, (pick up from hotel 30 minutes prior).
Time to be determined when booking, depending on the time of year
and time of sunset.
Cost: 450€ per couple including one hour ride, Prosecco,
chocolate covered strawberries, OR, ham and cheese plate, beach
picnic set up, flowers, candles, and transfers. Or 550€ per couple
including one hour ride, French Champagne, chocolate covered
strawberries, OR, ham and cheese plate, beach picnic set up,
flowers, candles, and transfers.

Duration: One hour approximately (pick up from hotel 15
minutes prior to the shoot). Time to be determined when the
booking is made, depending on the season and best time of
day to photograph.
Cost: 400€ per person including transfers

BOOKING INFORMATION – book directly on www.mykonoshorse.com
Information required at time of reservation:
- Name
- Number of people
- Preferred riding tour and time
- Transfer required or not (note additional cost)
- Hotel name and location for pick up and return
- Telephone number, including country code (in case we need to contact you)
- Height, weight and age of in order for us to select the most suitable horses.
- It is very important you also advise your level of riding experience in order for us to select the most suitable
horse for you.

GENERAL BOOKING INFORMATION
To confirm the booking we must receive full pre-payment in advance.
We do not refund booked rides unless they are cancelled within 7 days prior to the reservation. You can re-schedule
with 7 days clear notice, subject to availability.
We provide riding helmets and saddlebags for your small personal items and a bottle of water.
You must inform us of any illness, previous injury or disability that may affect your riding ability.
You will be required to sign a waiver of liability form prior to getting on a horse.
Although we take all reasonable safety precautions, you should be aware that riding horses is a risk sport.
The weight limit for riders is 220lb/100kg
The minimum age is 10 years
DIRECT BOOKINGS CAN BE MADE ON OUR WEBSITE: www.mykonoshorse.com

We look forward to welcoming you to Mykonos Horseland, for an exceptional
alternative Mykonos experience.
In consideration for all our clients, we can only wait up to 10 minutes after the scheduled pick up time. After this time its

